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Product parameters

*Note: The specifications are for reference, actual values may vary. Convex curving ability only applies to custom tiles.
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The CHO series retains the slimness of its predecessor and is available in a wide range of 
cabinet sizes as well. The targeted cabinet and module design also gives it a high level of 
protection, allowing it to be used in buildings and facades with irregular surfaces at close 
viewing distances, making advertising displays even more creative.

High brightness

CHO series

Lightweight cabinet

The weight of the cabinet is approximately 
�� kg/m² and the thickness is only �� mm, 
effectively reducing the load on the building.

IP�� protection

Glued throughout, with front and 
rear IP�� protection to suit the harsh 
outdoor environment.

Stable and reliable

The intelligent modules are automatically 
matched to the brightness, and color 
temperature. A dual power supply and 
dual  signal design ensure a stable display.

Green and energy efficient

The aluminum extrusion cabinet provides excellent 
heat dissipation, low energy consumption, 
and high energy efficiency.

Customized high brightness LEDs 
with brightness up to ����nits.

Customizable

A wide range of cabinet sizes to meet 
customized project requirements.

Application Scenario

OUTER OR INNER ARC DISPLAY SCREEN, 
OR MORE SURPRISE APPLICATIONS?

With CHO series, any curved LED displays can be made into reality, 
be it inner arc or outer arc. But it's not the best CHO series can do. 
As an outdoor counterpart of CH series, it can achieve making irregular 
shapes, like a funnel, which can yield a better advertising effect.

Hotel Entrance

Public Area Entrance Square Entrance of Office 

Core points

01 FLEXIBLE SHAPES
The CHO series is available in a variety of cabinet sizes 
and can be customized to suit the characteristics of the 
building surface with more creative wave screens, inner 
or outer curved screens, floating ribbon screens and 
other LED displays to empower brands.

02 ULTRA-CLEAR 
AND ULTRA-THIN

The cabinet is made of aluminum extrusions, 
featuring in a compact structure and light weight, 
weighing �� kg/m², which reduces the load on the 
building structure and can be operated and 
installed by a single person.

03 HIGH BRIGHTNESS 
DISPLAY

Choice between black/white LEDs; a brightness 
up to ����nits for clear display even under strong 
outdoor sunlight.

SMD (white) SMD (black)

6500 nits 6000:1Module Aluminum extrusion 
structure 

��mm

Power Supply

Inner arc Outer arc 

high contrastbrightness


